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Reality
Virtual
Virtual Reality (VR)
Augmented Reality (AR)
Technology
Physical
Digital
Something that is neither derivative nor depen-
dent but exists necessarily. It is not artificial, 
fraudulent, or illusory.
Being such in essence or effect though not for-
mally recognized or admitted. Of, relating to, or 
using virtual memory. Being on or simulated on 
a computer or network.
An artificial environment which is experienced 
through sensory stimuli (as sights and sounds) 
provided by a computer and in which one’s ac-
tions can determine what happens there.
An enhanced version of reality created by the 
use of technology to overlay information. To sup-
plement reality. Expands the real with the virtual.
Technology is the making, modification, usage 
and knowledge of tools, machines, techniques, 
crafts, systems, methods of organization to per-
form a specific function.
Having material existence, perceptible especial-
ly through the senses and subject to the laws of 
nature. Characterized or produced by the forces 
and operations of physics.
Of or relating to data in the form of binary digits. 
Characterized by electronic and especially com-
puterized technology.
Webster’s Dictionary + Wikipedia
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Introduction |
Post - Physical Architecture + Sight
          We have alWays been developing new methods 
of seeing, creating and representing. In the past century, 
numerous new spatial inventions, technologies, methods 
of communication/transportation, digital spaces, media, 
augmented reality and forms of human interaction have 
been integrated into our standard modi operandi. The 
physical world interacts or dialogues with these new envi-
ronments through view, from the real to the simulated, and 
specific interfaces. Technology and rapid movement alter 
space and form, and artificially supersede them. With the 
virtual, we live with both the physical/spatial and the non-
physical/a-spatial.
          I believe that architecture cannot continue to ignore 
new technologies and their spatial, social, and tectonic 
consequences, and must incorporate them in order to 
stay pertinent. Additionally, the boundaries between the 
physical and simulated can be blurred to unite the human 
experience. We have acknowledged some aspects of this 
crisis, but architecture must fully respond formally, organi-
zationally, spatially, ideologically and conceptually. I’d like 
to explore these implications within a new Architecture.
          In Super Vision, Nicholas Baume addresses the 
borders of visuality, saying that “new technologies of vi-
sion [including prosthetic vision] have pushed the frontiers 
of the observable world into uncharted regions… there is 
scarcely a field of human endeavor that hasn’t been af-
fected in some way by new forms of visualization in elec-
tronic bits and bytes”.1 “We see new worlds opened up 
by disembodied, mobile vision”.2 Elizabeth Grosz has 
examined virtual and real spaces within architecture from 
a philosophical point of view, stating “cyberspace, virtual 
worlds, and the order of computer simulation - whether vir-
tual imagistic or computational - show that our notions of 
real, of body, and of the physical or historical city need to 
be complicated and rethought to accommodate what they 
seem to oppose”.3
          My research approach is to glean all significant 
architectural and non-architectural theory on the subject 
to establish a baseline for further exploration. This will be 
followed by the examination of past and contemporary ar-
chitectural projects that include or react to the phenomena 
I am concerned with, and scrutinize what aspects they ad-
dress or ignore. Some programs and types, such as retail, 
have already reacted due to marketplace pressures (Fig 
1). I will investigate programs that could be radically af-
fected and restructured architecturally with the addition 
of augmented reality. Beatriz Colomina analyzes Le Cor-
busier’s Villa Savoye as “a series of overlapping frames” 
looking beyond the house to the landscape.4 “The exterior 
is always an interior… [it] is inscribed in the dwelling. The 
window in the age of mass communication provides us 
with one more flat image. The window is a screen.” A “de-
materialization” occurs within the architecture. The spatial 
“limits are defined by a gaze”.5 These contentions, about 
a project almost a century old, ghostwrite an architectural 
response to new media.
          The work of Diller Scofidio + Renfro addresses view 
and space in architecture in profound ways, from early in-
stallations addressing view to projects such as the Slow 
House and the Institute for Contemporary Art where the 
spaces of the buildings function as “optical apparati”6 and 
“the [visual] content and [architectonic] form are one and 
the same”.7
          Asymptote’s work directly tackles “the potential of 
an architecture that brings together both virtual and real 
space…. Yet virtual architecture and architecture based in 
the physical world are not necessarily mutually exclusive; 
[Asymptote’s] work continues to investigate and explore 
how one can affect and influence the other”.8 Asymptote’s 
work for the New York Stock Exchange synthesizes the real 
space of the trading floor, a virtual trading floor for surveil-
lance, virtual-space three dimensional data visualization, 
and a “command center” interface to unify the experience 
and accomplish what physical space and representation 
alone can not do.9 
          I believe it is also crucial to re-examine histori-
cal precedents as well as banal and now commonplace 
technologies that may have unrealized but profound im-
plications. How did the telegraph/telephone/television re-
configure the built environment? I especially want to un-
derline that I do not see all of these spatial ideas as new. 
The approach to paintings as windows in the renaissance 
and before is just an early conceptual precedent, perhaps 
only limited by technology. Numerous Baroque examples 
show spatial continuation into ‘virtual’ environments whose 
physical existence is a farce, such as the heavenly space 
and false dome that grow out of the trompe l’oeil ceiling 
(Fig 2) of St. Ignatius in Rome.
          I will study relevant existing technology, most impor-
tantly methods of deployment and impact on architecture, 
as well as developing and theoretical technologies that 
will impact design work. Screens, projectors, cameras, im-
ages, skype, computer simulations, massive multiplayer 
online games, smart phones and technologies such as 
Google’s glasses are expanding space through vision. 
The spatial implications of Cisco’s now commonplace 
Telepresence system (Fig 3), which virtually ‘unites’ two 
spatially separate halves of a conference table, are amaz-
ing, yet are not fully incorporated into architecture past a 
superficial level.
          I see the final part of my ‘research’ as overlapping 
with design, where I will exhaustively explore further spa-
tial/visual/programmatic distribution possibilities that are 
unlocked in architecture in unexplored programs through 
representational studies and small conceptual designs. 
These devices can then be applied to a larger, synthetic 
thesis project. 
          The emergence of many of these technologies and 
the abilities they provide cannot be ignored as they are 
already begining to proliferate and see wide scale imple-
mentation. Since the (visual, spatial, etc.) consequences 
and possibilities are so relevant to our field, these tech-
nologies cannot be treated seperately from architecture as 
they are now - discrete elements that only inhabit space. 
They must infect the parti! Failure to seize and fully exploit 
this opportunity would be a conscious decision to abstain 
from the production of architecture that is true to our cur-
rent era.
1. Baume, Nicholas. Super Vision : Institute of Contempo-
rary Art, Boston. Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2006. 24
2. Ibid. 46
3. Grosz, Elizabeth A. Architecture from the Outside : 
Essays on Virtual and Real Space. Cambridge, Mass: 
MIT Press, 2001. 86
4. Colomina, Beatriz. Window, in Privacy and Publicity: 
Modern Architecture as Mass Media. Cambridge, MA: 
The MIT Press, 1998. 285
5. Ibid. 335
6. Baume. 187
7. Ibid. 190
8. rashid, Hani. Asymptote : Flux. London and New York: 
Phaidon Press, 2002. II
9. Ibid. 22-37
Figure 1. Adidas Virtual Showroom. Multiple
locations. 2012
Figure 2. Nave ceiling, Church of St. Ignatius, Rome. 
Fresco by Andrea Pozzo, ca. 1685
Figure 3. Cisco Telepresence 3000 video conferencing 
system. 


The Virtuality of Death
Historical, Contemporary and Future Impacts on Life and Architecture
1
Physical + Virtual Artifacts
What is left by the Deceased.
- Facebook memorial pages will arguably eclipse 
physical graves in their importance of commemorat-
ing the dead.
- They are not sacred, but are venerated for their 
catalogue of virtual artifacts.
- As time goes on, assuming roughly stable usership 
and world population, the quantity of memorial pages 
will eventually exceed the number of living users on 
facebook.
- At this moment, facebook will effectively become 
principaly a virtual archive, leaving behind its primary 
role as social media.
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PHYSICAL VIRTUAL [Digital Oeuvre]
The Post - Physical Corpse
Intangible Artifacts from the Electronic Age
- We leave behind tons of digital files when we die
- Check out the how we became POSTHUMAN for 
nice info to add.
- Personal Statistics. How much data do I have on 
my computer?
- How many photos do I have?
- Etc.
FORMER
+
PHYSICAL VIRTUAL [Digital Oeuvre]
PRESENT
Real/Virtual Gradation
Union with and Seperatoin from Reality
- The Virtual is part of the real, but can obscure the 
un-augmented real to different degrees.
- The real incorporates all truths and all possibilities, 
it is changing - augmented with every new invention.
- As new technology becomes integrated into the real 
it begins to become normalized.
- There are many different layers to the real.
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The Cemetery + The Archive
Foucault on Heterotopias
Heterotopias are fragments of realized utopias that encapsulate 
but contradict a society’s other spaces and cultural products.
(1) First Principle. All cultures have created some sort of hetero-
topia. Heterotopias of Crisis, sacred or forbidden spaces. Spaces 
that aren’t supposed to exist. *Similar to ‘Virtual Terror Tribunals’, 
hearings that aren’t supposed to be anywhere.
Heterotopias of Deviation. Places where abnormal societal behav-
ior takes place. Prison.
(2) Second Principle. Heterotopias can evolve throughout history.
Cemetery example. Always existed in western society, but has 
changed. Connected with the city and culture. Originally grave-
yards in the center of the city, with a hierarchy of burial options. 
Tombstones with inscriptions or mausolea with statues.
When belief in resurrection and the afterlife was widespread, the 
corpse/remains were seen as less important.
Now that the afterlife is in question, the corpse becomes possible 
the only remnant of our former existence in this world.
*Now that we have virtual bodies, are they the most important?
Cemeteries are exported to the countryside, death starts to be 
seen as an ‘illness’. They changed from being a sanctified core of 
the city to an ‘other’ city.
(3) Third Principle. Heterotopias can juxtapose multiple incompat-
ible spaces within themselves. Eg the theater, the cinema, etc. 
Gardens, too.
(4) Fourth Principle. Heterotopias are usually linked to specific 
time (frames). “Heterochronies”. Where people can arrive at a 
disjuncture in their normal time. Cemeteries are the ultimate ex-
ample of this. They are a person’s final break with time, and then 
represent an eternity. Libraries/Archives/Museums are heteroto-
pias of ‘indefinitely accumulating time’. The idea of collections that 
‘enclose in one place all times, all epochs, all forms, all tastes, the 
idea of constituting a place of all times that is itself outside of time 
and inaccessible to its ravages.The counter example is the transi-
tory, the fleeting, such as festivals or plays. 
(5) Fifth Principle. Heterotopias are somewhat limited in access, 
not totally public, and usually require an entry, or initiation. Church-
es, prisons, etc. Cemeteries.
(6) Sixth Principle. Heterotopias have a function which relates to 
the culture’s other spaces.
Eg colonies in the new world. Cemeteries. Sacred places. Broth-
els. Casinos.
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Virtual “Heterotopias”
Foucault on Heterotopias
The boat as the ultimate heterotopia. Floating place 
without a place. Zeppelins, too.
I have to Question:
Is the Virtual as a Heterotopia?
Heterotopic Principles Summarized
1. All cultures have their versions.
2. Evolve throughout history.
3. Juxtapose incompatible things/spaces.
4. Linked to specific time frames.
5. Limited in access.
6. Have a specific function that relates to other 
spaces.
Virtual Heterotopia Principles
1. Many realizations/applications for the virtual.
2. The virtual has evolved continuously.
3. Incompatible objects/spaces are juxtaposed.
4. The virtual is rooted in time yet timeless.
5. Limited in access to specific people/things.
6. Functionality relates to non-virtual spaces.
The Virtual is just like the boat - ‘a floating place with-
out a place’.
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The Sanctity of Scarcity
Control + Forced Scarcity of Important Things
Benjamin. Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction.
The background for fine art is antiquated. There is a significant 
shift in the importance of the physical. Art will be transformed 
by mechanical reproduction.
Part I
Art was always somewhat reproducible. Ancient Greeks had 
casting and stamping. Then came engraving and printing. The 
printing press changed literature dramatically. Lithographs 
brought reproducibility and editability to images. Photography 
made images faster and removed the hand. Reproduced art 
and made it accessible. Photos became their own art form. All 
traditional art was affected.
Part II
Reproductions do not have the same existence history. Only 
the original is authentic/authoritative. Methods. Process re-
production. Manual Reproduction. Technical reproduction 
(removes work). Reproductions are depreciated in quality. No 
history, no respect. The Aura of the art is diminished. Unique 
existence -> Pluralities. Loss of sanctity.
Part III
Human perception changes with media in history.Changes in 
the perception affect (and can hurt) the aura of art. There is a 
cultural drive to reproduce and make things accessible. Repro-
duction destroys hierarchy. Availability vs. Sanctity.
Part IV
Uniqueness is linked to Tradition. Art is Ritualistic!  The re-
naissance started to separate art and religion. Reproduction 
removes all ritual from art. Art becomes designed for repro-
duction. 
Part V
Multiple values for art. Exhibition value. Not sacred. Cult value. 
Hidden, sacred, ritualistic. Technical reproduction -> exhibi-
tionism. Photography and Film are the archetypal exhibition 
media.
Part XII
Social Accessibility question. Films are to be seen by the 
masses. Paintings aren’t really meant to be seen by the mass-
es.
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Potentials for Architecture of Death
Opportunities to progressively affect the Program
Funerary Architecture has a number of features that 
already contain the Virtual within the Physical, to cre-
ate an Augmented Reality of the Dead.
- Text is arguably inherently virtual. The physical as-
pect of it means nothing (try understanding a lost lan-
guage). The symbolism gives it meaning.
- Insciptions on tombstones present a ‘virtual’ inter-
pretation of the dead. It is not the real whole, but a 
version of it.
- Imagery also has virtual aspects in a similar way.
- Memories are another form of virtuality that is 
strongly associated with the dead.
- Digital Artifacts left behind by the recently deceased 
are of a transitory virtual nature. They must either be 
preserved or they will vanish once the physical infra-
structure that contains them is retired.
The physical components of death vary greatly de-
pending upon the method of corpse presrvation/dis-
posal, or whether the cadaver is recovered at all. The 
extent of physical artifacts can change the desire for 
digital ones.
FUNERARY ARCHITECTURE HAS NOT YET FUL-
LY BECOME CONSCIOUS OF ITS VIRTUAL COM-
PONENT AND EXPLOITED ITS POSSIBILITIES.
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“When we deal with another person, phenomenalogically, the way we experience them, we erase/obstruct the image that is the other person...
we do not think about [many aspects] of them... when we interact, they are not part of the image of [the person]. I can never deal with the real you,
I only deal with the virtual you. But this image has reality.” - Zizek
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Virtual Representation of the Dead
Memory and Commemoration
“When we deal with another person, phenomenalogi-
cally, the way we experience them, we erase/obstruct 
the image that is the other person...
we do not think about [many aspects] of them... when 
we interact, they are not part of the image of [the per-
son]. I can never deal with the real you,
I only deal with the virtual you. But this image has 
reality.” - Slavoj Zizek
Symbols on Graves, Inscriptions, etc. originally.
- Digital/virtual allows for many more complex repre-
sentations of the virtual self.
VIRTUALITY IN THE CEMETERY - CONCEPT RENDERING
It is easy to think that there is nothing physical to the 
internet, but that couldn’t be farther from the truth. 
Google recently released photos of their data cen-
ters which route and store digital information, which 
show almost unbelievably vast physical electronic 
infrastructure. Their worldwide distribution also dem-
onstrates that the web is not placeless, there are bet-
ter and worse sites/locales to construct data centers 
from a cost, personel, and connection standpoint. 
Google itself serves as a type of archive - data is 
stored both on servers and on hard disk backups (ac-
cessed by a robotic arm) to add redundancy. Infor-
mation is Google’s business, so any loss could be 
costly,
The Virtual is Rooted in the Physical
The Internet has a Tangible Home
DIGITAL
PHYSICAL

Cisco Systems | Telepresence
A Virtual Campfire Interaction
SPATIAL CONTINUITY
COMMUNICATION
HUMAN INTERACTION
PARTICIPANT SET A
PARTICIPANT SET B
Effect
Hardware System
SPATIAL CONTINUITY
COMMUNICATION
HUMAN INTERACTION
PARTICIPANT SET A
PARTICIPANT SET B
Effect
Hardware System
The Cisco Telepresence system is a now widely avail-
able videoconferencing system that aims to enhance 
productivity with good communication. The standard-
ized furniture, cameras and screens allow individual 
systems to function as one half of a virtual meeting 
space. The centralized, introverted tribal campfire 
tradition has been permanently shattered by the 
television, but has been virtually reconstructed. The 
overall system is a complex, well designed apparatus 
to create this specific effect. The three screens ar-
ranged horizontally (unconsciously?) imply a virtual 
Corbusian ribbon window.
Adidas + Intel | Virtual Showroom
Ribbon Windows as Viewing Screens
PHYSICAL
BEST OF BOTH
Touchable Customizable
Sizeable
Immediately Buyable
New Virtual Views
Always in Stock
Customer Reviews
Social Media
Pro Endorsements
VIRTUAL
Simulated (Virtual) Space
Architects as longtime masters of deployment.
- The invention of perspective gave artists and ar-
chitectects the first true tools for establishing virtual 
space.
- Messachio’s trinity shows a virtual room alongside 
the nave of Santa Maria Novella, where the scene 
unfolds.
- Baroque ‘Trompe l’eoill’ ceilings are the most dra-
matic applications for these perspectives of false 
space. In St.Ignatius they imply/represent a ceiling 
far higher than the one that was able to be be built. 
This virtual space symbolized a better connection to 
god, and in theory imrpoved prayer (the function of 
the program).
- Perspective was literally the most advanced tech-
nology of the time, and it was readily and skilfully ad-
opted by architects.
DISAPPOINTING
PRAYER EXPERIENCE
NO VIRTUAL SPACE
WITHOUT VIEWER
NO VIRTUAL SPACE 
WITHOUT PHYSICAL
DEVICE : PERSPECTIVE

“In the houses of Le Corbusier.... [everything] seems to be disposed in a 
way that continuously throws objects toward the periphery of the house. The 
look is directed to the exterior in such a deliberate manner as to suggest the 
reading of these houses as frames for a view. Even when in an “exterior” in 
a terrace or in a “roof garden,” walls are constructed to frame the land-
scape... so that in fact one can speak about a series of overlapping frames. 
These frames are given temporality through the promenade.”
“To say that ‘the exterior is always an interior’ means that the interior is not 
simply the bounded territory defined by its opposition to the exterior. The 
exterior is ‘inscribed’ in the dwelling.  The window in the age of mass com-
munication provides us with one more flat image. The window is a screen.... 
of course, this screen undermines the wall... a dematerialization following 
from the emerging media.... Enclosed by a space whose limits are defined 
by a gaze.”
Beatriz Colomina, Window
Le Corbusier | Frames and Media
Ribbon Windows as Viewing Screens
 Colomina’s interpretation of Villa Savoya lets the 
house be invaded by a certain virtuality, where the windows 
become frames and the view ‘screens’ so the Architecture 
projects beyond itself. Le Corbusier’s architectural photo-
graphs and Purist paintings show an absolute attention to-
wards framing and view, suggesting that this reading of the 
house as a series of aperatures is not a mistake.
“In the houses of Le Corbusier.... [everything] seems to be 
disposed in a way that continuously throws objects toward 
the periphery of the house. The look is directed to the exte-
rior in such a deliberate manner as to suggest the reading 
of these houses as frames for a view. Even when in an 
“exterior” in a terrace or in a “roof garden,” walls are con-
structed to frame the landscape... so that in fact one can 
speak about a series of overlapping frames. These frames 
are given temporality through the promenade... To say that 
‘the exterior is always an interior’ means that the interior is 
not simply the bounded territory defined by its opposition to 
the exterior. The exterior is ‘inscribed’ in the dwelling.  The 
window in the age of mass communication provides us with 
one more flat image. The window is a screen.... of course, 
this screen undermines the wall... a dematerialization fol-
lowing from the emerging media.... Enclosed by a space 
whose limits are defined by a gaze.”
Beatriz Colomina, Window
DEVICE : FRAME + FLATTENING
“In the houses of Le Corbusier.... [everything] seems to be disposed in a 
way that continuously throws objects toward the periphery of the house. The 
look is directed to the exterior in such a deliberate manner as to suggest the 
reading of these houses as frames for a view. Even when in an “exterior” in 
a terrace or in a “roof garden,” walls are constructed to frame the land-
scape... so that in fact one can speak about a series of overlapping frames. 
These frames are given temporality through the promenade.”
“To say that ‘the exterior is always an interior’ means that the interior is not 
simply the bounded territory defined by its opposition to the exterior. The 
exterior is ‘inscribed’ in the dwelling.  The window in the age of mass com-
munication provides us with one more flat image. The window is a screen.... 
of course, this screen undermines the wall... a dematerialization following 
from the emerging media.... Enclosed by a space whose limits are defined 
by a gaze.”
Beatriz Colomina, Window
“In the houses of Le Corb ier.... [everything] seems to be disposed in a 
way that continuously throws objects toward the periphery of t  house. The 
look is directed t  the exterior in such a d l berate manner as to suggest the 
reading of these houses as frames for a view. Even when in an “exterior” in 
a terrace or in a “roof garden,” walls are constructed to frame the land-
scape... so that in fact one can spe k about  seri s of overl pping frames. 
These frames are giv n temporality through the promenade.”
“To say that ‘the exterior is always an nterior’ means that the int rior is no  
simply the bounded territory defin  by s opposition to he exter or. The 
exterior is ‘inscribed’ n the dwelling.  The window in the age of mass com-
munication provides us with one more flat imag . The window is a scree .... 
of course, this screen undermines the wall... a d materialization following 
from the emerging edia.... Enclosed by a spa e whose limits are defined 
by a gaze.”
Beatriz Colomina, Window
Asymptote | Physical + Virtual Space
Virtual Doppelganger for Real Space
- Asymptote’s New York Stock Exchange project 
uses a virtual spatial model of the stock exchange 
floor to represent certain aspects of its operational 
security that viewing the physical floor alone could 
not accomplish alone. 
- Virtual space and real time data are combined, the 
former making the latter easier to digest.
- The physical and the virtual are united in the multi-
screened interface of the command center, which 
can monitor both simultaneously. 
- Virtual space becomes half of the parti.
INSUFFICIENT
SECURITY
IN
S
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FF
IC
IE
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T
DISFUNCTIONAL
POINTLESS
DEVICE : REAL / VIRTUAL
SPACE INTERFACE
VIRTUAL TRADING FLOOR
INTERFACE / SURVEILANCE ROOM
PHYSICAL TRADING FLOOR

Architecture of Death + Virtuality
Potential Benefits of Integrating Augmented Reality
2
We have archhitecture 
for our physical bodies 
but not our digital ones.
- Inheritance was formerly straightforward and easy. 
People had few posetions and they were divided up 
amoung family.
- Posessions have increased and also become digi-
tal. 
- It is well known what should/can happen to some-
one’s corpse after death.
- It is not well established what happens to some-
one’s virtual ‘body’ of work after their death. Often it 
can be lost easily.
- There are corresponding architectural typologies 
for different corpse treatments. As discussed, they all 
contain elements of the virtual.
- There is NOT a typology for archiving the digital 
body.
- Museums and Libraries are the closest things we 
have for storing people’s artifacts, but they are not 
comprehensive across a society.
Legacy + Artifacts
What is left behind
ARCHITECTURE
FOR LIVING
LIVING VIRTUAL
ARCHITECTURE
FOR THE DEAD
DEAD VIRTUAL
ARCHIVE?
PHYSICAL BODY
DIGITAL ‘BODY’
Burial Methods Over Time
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Constants + Trends in Death / Funerary 
Architecture
Physical Memorials and their Perception
- Social preferences for rituals, burials, etc.
- Overall, cremation is becoming much more com-
mon as space runs low.
- Death is generally being covered up/ignored.
- Argues for a more proud, public and culturally rel-
evant funerary architecture.
Cultural Evolution
CONSTANTS
NATURAL
DEAD NEAR LIVING
UNNATURAL
DESIRE FOR REMEMBRANCE
DEAD REMOVED FROM CITY
CELEBRATED TABOO
RESPECT FOR THE DEAD
MASS PRODUCTION
PUBLIC
HIGH ARCHITECTURE
PLANNED
PRIVATE/SECRET
SPECIALIZED AGENTS/PLACES
UNPLANNED
INDIVIDUALIZED DESIGN
INHUMATION
FEW POSSETIONS
DESIGNED FOR COLLECTIVE
VIRTUALIZATION OF MEMORIES
INHUMATION OR CREMATION
MANY POSSETIONS
?
Maya Lin | Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Architecturally Physicalizing the Virtual
VIRTUAL CONDITION : NAMES
ARCHITECTURAL
ACTUALIZATION
- Memorials/Monuments are some of the best exam-
ples of commemorative/funerary architecture done 
in the 20th century, as many architects shifted away 
from cemeteries.
- Heavy Virtuality with Text - the only adornment.
- Clear relationship with the body.
- Produces the effect of being overwhelmed.
- Beautifully integrates with the landscape.
- 
Virtual Conditions
- Text with names of soldiers
Physical Effects
- Casualties overwhelming viewer vertically
Actualization of the Virtual
- Growing wall of text
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Venturi | College Football Hall of Fame
Questioning + Expanding Visuality
- Hall of fame museum effectively operates as a me-
morial of past athletic greats.
- Heavy imagery used in commemoration.
- The imagery of commemoration becomes the ar-
chitecture.
- The virtual image practically supercedes the archi-
tecture.
-
IMAGE
IMAGEIMAGE
IMAGE
IMAGEIMAGE
IMAGE
IMAGE
ARCHITECTURE?
+
ARCHITECTURE?
+
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+
ARCHITECTURE?
IMAGE
IMAGEIMAGE
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IMAGEIMAGE
IMAGE
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+
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ARCHITECTURE?
IMAGE
IMAGEIMAGE
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+
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VIRTUAL
(UNINHABITABLE)
DISAPPOINTING

Gehry | Eisenhower Memorial
Deconstructed Typology + Augmented Reality
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- Gehry’s Eisenhower memorial is a true deconstruc-
tivist monument. It takes the traditional monument 
type (lincoln memorial), explodes it, then turns it in-
side out.
- The landscape flows through the memorial instead 
of around it. 
- Circulation happens through the memorial vs. to the 
memorial.
- Monumentality is preserved by the monumental col-
umns around the perimeter. 
- Imagery (virtual) is the largest portion of the monu-
ment, showing snapshots of the president’s life.
- Text is heavily featured on stone elements, adding 
another virtual reading.
- QR codes provide the last layer of virtual reality, 
bringing an augmented reality component with smart 
phones that enhances the experience of the pre-
ident’s life.
- The Memorial acknowledges that all memorials are 
PRIMARILY ABOUT TEXT, IMAGES, AND MONU-
MENTAL SCALE.
TEXT [VIRTUAL]
QR CODE
[VIRTUAL]
MONUMENTAL
IMAGE + TEXT
[VIRTUAL]
MONUMENTAL MONUMENTAL
LANDSCAPE
+ MONUMENT
LANDSCAPE
INFECTS
MONUMENT
CIRCULATION 
TO MONUMENT
CIRCULATION 
THROUGH
MONUMENT
BUILT FORM BUILT FORM
+ =
EISENHOWER INFO
Aldo Rossi | San Cataldo Cemetery
Typological + Aesthetic Synthesis
- Rossi’s cemetery focuses on the high rise colum-
barium, which takes the traditional type and hybrid-
izes it with the modernist high rise typology.
- Minimalist/spartan detailing give it a desolate/sur-
realistic undertone appropriate for the contemplation 
of death.
- Radically restructures the cemetery type, updates 
it with contemporary building technology and form.
++
++
==
COLUMBARIUM
TYPOLOGY
MODERNIST HIGH RISE
TYPOLOGY
DESOLATE / SURREALISTIC
AESTHETICS
NEW FORM
NEW TYPOLOGY


Lifetime Archive
Project and Program Overview
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Integration of Archive Program
Completes the Program
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- Text and imagery in funerary architecture cause it to 
serve as a type of archive.
- Historical tombs containing artifacts, writing and 
imagery often provide the bulk of knowledge about 
ancient cultures.
- Libraries/Archives are also problematically under-
going th Physical/Digital transition that I have pro-
posed for funerary architecture.
- Traditional libraries have always been well de-
signed spaces for the storage and consumption of 
virtual media (physical books containing virtual text).
- Other media have recently been added and will 
continue infect libraries.
- Libraries serve as portals to other information.
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PROGRAMMATIC BREAKDOWN
Expected Program
1. Archive / Library
2. Digital Storage + Backups
3. Exhibition Space
4. Reflection Space
5. Landscape
6. Connection to Context
7. Virtual Elements
Urban Lifetime Archive
Could become a national thing in urban and subur-
ban areas of the country.
Elements of a Lifetime Archive
ARCHIVE / LIBRARY STORAGE
REFLECTION SPACE LANDSCAPE
VIRTUAL COMPONENT
EXHBITION SPACE
SITE CONNECTION
Digital Sanctity
Control + Forced Scarcity of Sacred Documents
- Walter Benjamin Mech Reproduction
- How it affects MY Digital Archive!
- Benjamin, Things that are reproducable lose their 
Aura and sanctity.
- The more copies, the less sacred.
- Since the virtual is copyable and there is no such 
thing as a sole undiplicable original, the virtual loses 
all sanctity.
- The virtual only becomes sacred when it is linked to 
an unreplicable place.
REPRODUCABILITY
vs.
SANCTITY
SANCTITY   =
1
X COPIES
VIRTUAL =
VIRTUAL =
∞
NOT
SACRED
DOC
#www. ∞
SACRED
SACRED
? NOTSACREDwww.
SACRED
EXPERIENCE? DOC
OMA | Seattle Public Library
Virtual Condition Actualized in the Parti
- Does not tackle all of the Digital Virtual in libraries.
- Specifically addresses the virtual condition of dew-
ey decimal system numbering.
- Actualizes the linear virtual (with fixed endpoints 
and dynamic center components) as a spiral.
- The architectural Parti has become infected with the 
virtual.
- Articulation is only on the interior.
VIRTUAL
PHYSICAL
0 999
0 999
999
0
0
VIRTUAL
PHYSICAL
0 999
0 999
999
0
0
Gehry | Eisenhower Memorial
Deconstructed Typology + Augmented Reality
- I would like to argue that tombs/mausolea have al-
ways told stories/been archives to some extent.
- Since it is the desire of many to be remembered, it 
could be argued that the main reason for not telling 
the entire life story of the deceased was simply not 
pheasable - until the digital age.
TIME
TIMELESS

Potential Benefits to the Program
Funerary Architecture is one of the last programmatic 
categories to respond to new potentials of the virtual. 
Doing so will create a new hybrid typology that can 
improve the current condition in multiple ways.
 1. Streamline End-of-Life Procedure
 2. Improve the Grieving Process
 3. Address Physical and Digital Remains
 4. Enhance Memory/Legacy
 5. Serve as a Productive Archive
Etc.
End of Life Procedure
Grieving Process
CORPSE
CHAOS
MANY DIFFERENT AGENTS
VIEWING, FUNERAL ETC.
DIGITAL REMAINS
ARCHIVING
LIFETIME ARCHIVE
REMEMBRANCE THROUGH
ARTIFACTS
Virtual Reality in Funerary Architecture
PHYSICAL + DGITAL REMAINS
ENHANCED MEMORY / LEGACY
PRODUCTIVE ARCHIVE
CORPSE CREMATED
ISOLATED GRAVE
TRADITIONAL FUNERAL
DIGITAL FORGOTTEN
POOR MEMORY OF DEAD
ARTIFACTS LOST
VIRTUAL COMMEMORATION
TOTAL DIGITAL/VIRTUAL
ARCHIVE
COMPREHENSIVE ARCHIVE
LIFETIME ARCHIVE
OPTIMIZED REPRESENTATION
ACCESSIBLE TO PUBLIC

Project Site
Historial and Possible Future Relationships
4
Evolving Attitudes Toward Death
Cultural Responses and Architectural Changes
Cultural Perception of death has evolved tremen-
dously. I have looked at two philosopher’s categori-
zations for the changing nature of death and its im-
agery.
- I believe that the most significant aspect that both 
demonstrate is the shift towards PRIVATE deaths 
that occur in hospitals and smaller funerals.
Ivan Illich’s Stages of Death
PHYSICAL DEATH
VIRTUAL DEATH
Philippe Aries’ Stages of Death
Dance of the Dead
Tamed Death
Dancing with CorpsePublicNatural
PublicNatural
PrivateArtificial
PrivateArtificial
Death is Natural + Public
Dance of Death
One’s Own Death
PUBLIC/CELEBRATED PRIVATE / TRAGIC PERMANANT GRAVE
NON EXISTANT PUBLIC FORGOTTEN
Dancing with Skeletons
Virtuous Life Rewarded After
Bourgeois Death
Thy Death
Medicine Postpones Death
 Romantic + Emotional
Death and Medicine
Forbidden Death
Doctors Control Death
Private/Secret Death
Cultural Perception
Cultural Perception
CONCEPT RENDERING - Death obviously does not occupy this position in popular culuture.
Burial Architecture vs. Cities
Union with and Seperation from the Living
- As cultural attitude towards death has shifted, the 
relationship of burial areas to cities has changed.
- Death has become more private and taboo.
- Burial has been exported away from areas of the 
living.
- Physical bodies are disposed of outside the city, 
should virtual bodies be kept within?
- Proposing to integrate archives with the city.
Foucault, Heterotopias
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Exported Death in US Cities
Seperatoin from the Living
- As cultural attitude towards death has shifted, the 
relationship of burial areas to cities has changed.
- Death has become more private and taboo.
- Burial has been exported away from areas of the 
living.
- Physical bodies are disposed of outside the city, 
should virtual bodies be kept within?
- Proposing to integrate archives with the city.
Foucault, Heterotopias
Data from Google Maps, Personally verified.
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Burial in New York City
An Case of Extremes
City Burials
- Always outside city boundaries.
- Washington Sq Park example.
- Trinity Church opening uptown satelite cemetery.
Rural Cemeteries Act
- Brooklyn/Queens Border Condition
- ‘Exporting Churches’
Current Situation
- Effectively cannot be buried in Manhattan
- Few physical traces of deceased.
Funeral Homes
- Fairly Homogenous
- Some concentrations near cemeteries, not heavy.
2 MILES
Rural Cemetery Founded
by St. Michael’s Church
in Manhattan
Quyeens Calvary Cemetery
Largest in USA. 3 Million Burried
Founded by the Manhattan
Catholic Arch-Diocese of NYC
All Faiths Cemetery Founded by
St. Pauls German Lutheran Church
In Manhattan
Trinity Church Satellite
Cemetery after
Downtown Burial Ban
Data from Google Maps, Personally verified.
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Burial in New York City
An Case of Extremes
Funeral Homes vs. Cemeteries
- Large number in Manhattan suggests a fleeting re-
lationship with death, where the dead are processed 
and shipped away.
NYC Population Stats 2011
Dpt. of City Planning
NYC Whole  81.7
Bronx   13.8
Brooklyn   25.0
Manhattan  15.8
Queens   22.3
Staten Island     4.6
Burial Estimates
NYC Whole  102.5
Bronx   12.0
Brooklyn   30.0
Manhattan  00.5 .35 Exhumed
Queens   55.0
Staten Island    5.0
Data from Google Maps, Personally verified.
NEW YORK CITY POPULATION  x 100,000
8,175,133
ESTIMATED AT 10,250,000
NYC Department of City Planning 2011 Population Statistics - Living.
Personal Burial Estimates garnered from various, often conflicting sources
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Washington Square Park
Potential Site
Geismar, Joan. Washington Square Park Archeolog-
ical Assessment 1A. Prepared for NYC Department 
of Parks and Recreation. 2005
- Old Burial Ground
- Close to NYU library and buildings.
- Some newer buildings are disrespectful to the con-
text, are non-essential and could be removed for an 
archive.

Washington Square Park
Area with other exhumed cemeteries.
- No extant cemeteries nearby.
- Death is hidden in that neighborhood.
- Archive would link with NYU
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